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The LM Ericsson Crossbar Switch 
System in Helsinki 
D R . S A K A R L S S O N , T H E H E L S I N K I T E L E P H O N E S O C I E T Y , H E L S I N K I 

U. D. C. 621.395.344 

At the end of the war the Helsinki network group was exclusively composed of auto

matic exchanges, based on the step by step system, with a capacity of approximately 

65 000 numbers. In spite of this it was decided to carry out the required extensions 

in accordance with the LM Ericsson by-path system with crossbar switches. The author 

attributes this decision to the superior essential features of the new system, describes 

the principles of the system and gives an account of operating results obtained so far 

and the extension schemes which have later been decided upon. 

All telephone calls in and around Helsinki arc carried out over automatic 
exchanges. In the centre of the town there are exchanges at Centrum, T616 
and Somas with 31000, 15200 and 6800 numbers. To these exchanges are 
connected <) end exchanges containing a total of 7 300 numbers, see Fig. I. 
The Helsinki network group covers in addition some 40 automatic rural ex
changes for approximately 5 000 numbers. 

The exchanges, all according to the Siemens and Halske step by step system. 
were practically without number reserves already during the later phases of 
the war. Material for this system could, however, not be obtained at that time 
and it was necessary to decide on some other system, which was readily available. 

The new system should, as a primary condition, operate efficiently and econo
mically with the existing Siemens exchanges. In the first place it seemed as if 
another step by step system would best meet this condition. In spite of this 
such a system was not ordered for the extensions of the Siemens exchanges 
in Helsinki, but the crossbar switch system according to the by path principle 
offered by L M Ericsson. The reasons for this were in the main : 

1 1 The superior contact performance in the crossbar szvitch. Experience has 
shown, that non-precious sliding contacts are not quite satisfactory, and that 
selectors with such contacts are subject to rattle and require expensive main-

Fig. 1 X6536 

The telephone exchanges in Helsinki 
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tenance. In the crossbar switch twin silver contacts are used, the contact is 
equal to that in relay spring sets, which according to experience are free from 
rattle and do not require appreciable maintenance. 

21 Absence of selector cords. The selector cords require expensive maintenance 
and give rise to rattle and faults difficult to trace. 

3) Small magnet load. The high power and current required to operate the 
selector magnets in the step by step system causes substantial contact wear and 
expensive maintenance. 

4) Reduced selector maintenance. The operating forces and movements in the 
crossbar switch are small. This results in reduced wear and adjustment work 
as compared with the intricate mechanismus in the step by step and power-
driven systems. 

5) Extremely fast operation. The slow operation of the step by step selector 
limits the number of rotary steps to 10. which means an inefficient utilization 
of the connecting elements, as the availability of the gradings is limited to 10. 
The fast operation of the crossbar switch makes it possible to form large well 
utilized element groups. The fast operation of the crossbar switch enables the 
use of registers and partial registers for direct operation, combining the 
advantages of the register systems and the direct operation systems. 

The crossbar switch appears, therefore, to meet the principal conditions on 
selectors for fully automatic long distance telephony, whereas the step by step 
selector can fulfil these requirements only to a very limited extent. 

The crossbar switch exchange S o m a s in Helsinki will be described below. The 
S o m a s exchange is the first stage in an extensive scheme of exchanges for 
Helsinki and is the first crossbar switch exchange put into service based on 
the L M Ericsson by-path system. 

Circuit Lay-out 

The system in Helsinki has been devised so as to co-operate efficiently with 
the Siemens exchanges. This means that calls from and to the Siemens ex
changes do not require matching repeaters. The operation voltage 60 V is. 
therefore, maintained also on the new system. 

The subscribers are divided into I ooo-groups for finders and final selectors 
(SL, Fig. 2) . The selectors form two link systems, one for outgoing and one 
for incoming traffic. The outgoing link system consists of selector stages A 
and B and the incoming link system of stages A, B, C and D. The A-stage is 
consequently common for incoming and outgoing traffic. The subscriber group 
has in addition a common marker .1/ , 10 registers R, 60 incoming »connector» 
circuits LKR and do outgoing finder circuits SR. Six incoming connector 
circuits are connected to one register. One connector circuit only can be con
nected to the register at one time, and the remaining free connecting circuits 
belonging to the register are blocked (luring the engaged period of the register. 
The marker selects and marks the connection routes for incoming and outgoing 
traffic. The subscriber's number in the 1 000 group is marked in the marker 
by 10 relays for the unit. 10 for the ten digit and 10 for the hundred digit. 
For outgoing calls the subscriber's line relay LR identifies the subscriber 's 
number. By means of a translator (identifier) in the marker the unit, tens and 
hundreds relays are operated corresponding to the subscriber's number. The 
marker is then selecting a free connection route from the marked subscriber 's 
line to a free outgoing junction over a by-path circuit in the marker, whereupon 
the marked actual connection is established. 
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Fig. 2 X 7575 

Skeleton diagram of finders and final se
lectors (SL) and group selectors (GV) 

When the actual connection is established the marker is released and connection 
is obtained by means of the vertical unit magnets in the A- and B-stages. For 
an incoming call a connector circuit LKR and corresponding register R is 
engaged. The register receives the three last digits in the dialled number, which 
are transferred to the unit, tens and hundreds relays in the marker. The marker 
then marks, through a by-path circuit, a free connection between the connector 
circuit engaged and the subscriber corresponding to the number dialled. The 
marked route is established and the marker and the register are released. The 
connection is held by the vertical unit magnets in the A-, B-, C- and D-stages. 
The total operating time for the marker is 350 ms approximately. 

The outgoing junction is connected over an outgoing finder circuit SR to a 
first group selector I GV. Six outgoing finder circuits SR are connected to 
one register R in / GV. Ten registers are combined with one marker M which, 
therefore, is common to 60 I GV. The group selector consists of two stages 
A and B. The outgoing finder circuit feeds the microphone of the A-subscriber, 
serves as impulse repeater, checks the call meter ing etc. I GV is operated with 
one or two digits in 10 decades or traffic channels. The 10 two-digit codes all 
start with the same figure, at S o m a s figure 7. The 9 one-digit codes are made 
up of the remaining first figures. The register R for / (/'/' receives the code 
and sets the marker, which connects the call to a free outlet in the required 
direction. If one of the one digit routes is dialled, connection takes place 
immediately on receipt of the impulse t ram. If a two-digit route is dialled, the 
register receives both figures. When the second dial train is completed, con
nection takes place in the required direction. At S o m a s exchange the two-digit 
routes are internal. In this way one group selector stage is eliminated for 
these routes. 

For internal calls in S o m a s a third group selector 777 GV is thus directly 
taken from the 1 Gl~. The III GV is fundamentally similar to I GV and as 
I GV it may be operated by one or two digits. At S o m a s exchange, however, 
one digit operation only is used and the III GJ' works in the same way as 
a Siemens III GJ" which it may replace. Five incoming lines have a common 
register R. and 20 registers are connected to a common marker .1/ , which 
consequently serves 100 lines or group selectors. 
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The incoming traffic from other exchanges is received by a second group 
selector / / ( , ' / ' which is identical with III GV. 

Incoming lines from other exchanges and outgoing lines to other exchange , 
end Up in either Siemens exchange, or crossbar switch exchanges. 1 lie two 
systems are thus co-operating without matching repeater equipment. 

The Marker Principle 
As follows from the plan, the system consists of ( / [ ' -uni ts and -SX-uuitS with 
markers and registers. To give an idea of the function of the marker and the 
by-path principle employed, the fundamentals of a group selector marker will 
he outlined by means of simplified general diagrams. 

Fig. 3 shows a grouping plan for one II GV unit. The A- and B-stages each 
consist of 10 crossbar switches, referred to as IA—10 A and iB—10 B 
respectively. The switch consists of IO vertical units with 2 groups of 10 out
lets designated /, / — i o and / / , /—10. In the A-stage the outlets are niultipled 
over two switches. There are consequently 5 X 2 0 = 1 0 0 connecting links 
between the A- and the B-stage. In the B-stage the outlets from each vertical 
unit are niultipled over 5 switches resulting in 20 X 20 = 400 outlets. These 
400 outlets may be grouped to vias in different ways. In the S o m a s II Gl 
and III Gl', the outlets are grouped in 10 vias with 40 outlets per via. Each 
via will contain 2 of the decades 1—20 shown in the plan. The 20 outlets in 

Outlets 

Fig. 3 

Grouping plan for II GV-unit 
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Fig. 4 ^7577 

M a r k e r p r i n c i p l e f o r g r o u p se lector 

each decade are distributed over the 20 multiples in the B-stage. In Fig. 3 
each decade is represented by a column stating the numbers of the outlets. 
The incoming lines are connected to A-vertical units and are numbered in 
I — ioo. To increase the reliability the switches, registers and the marker are 
devided into 5 groups. The grouping of the switches follows from Fig. 3 which 
illustrates that a call will only engage elements in the same group. 

Fig. 4 shows a vertical unit with 20 outlets, as well as the grouping and the 
marker principle. The unit contains 12 contact groups. Ten of these groups 
are duplicated, indicated in the figure as two groups of 10 contacts designated 
H 1—// lit. Two of the groups are single groups referred to as HA and HB. 
The 10 duplicated groups are selected by bar magnets / / / — / / 10 and the single 
groups by bar magnets HA and HB. From the figure it will be seen, that the 
vertical unit selects a certain outlet through operation of HA or HB and one 
of magnets / / /—H 10. The outlets in the unit is consequently marked by the 
bar magnets which are. therefore, also termed selecting magnets. Each vertical 
unit has in addition a contact group / ' . which is operated by the unit magnet. 

Five group selectors have a common register and four registers belong to the 
same group. Each of the 5 groups designated G 1—G 5, therefore, contain 4 
registers and 20 GI'. 

A group selector may be operated onlv it the corresponding register is dis
engaged and one GV only may be connected to the register. W e assume that 

Fig. 5 X4695 

Simplified grouping plan for I GV-unit 
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GV 2 lias been engaged, and with tins register i belonging to group 2. The sub
scriber dials figure 1. The dial impulses are stored in the register, engaging 
the marker and operating decade relay D 1 and group relay G I. As each via 
is consisting of two decades, via I contains ileeades I and II. Decade relax' D I 
connects, in group 1, selectors / S and 6 />'. bar magnets II 1 and HA I Figs. 3 
and 4) and connects the 20 outlets to test relays T 1 — T 20 over contacts on 
relay Gl and the 20 vertical unit contacts / ' in selectors iB and 6 B. Dis
engaged outlets are connected to negative whereas engaged and blocked outlets 
are connected to positive and open potential respectively. Only those outlets 
meeting a disengaged vertical unit in selectors ; II and 6 B are connected to 
the test relays. The test takes place during a limited period during which all 
test relays are connected to positive Over contact GT. All test relays cor
responding to disengaged vertical units and outlets are connected during the 
test period and are operated instantaneously. (July one relay will remain 
operated viz. the one nearest 7 , which is the origin ol the positive. 

Fig. 6 X7576 

Grouping plan for finders and final selec
tors 

W e assume that relay T 2 remains operated after test. Contacts on T 2 connect 
bar magnets II J and HA in selectors 1 A and 6 A, marking outlet 2 in the 
A-stage of group 1 corresponding to link 2 and the second vertical unit in 
selector ; B. In the B-stage, HA and II 1 in group 1 will mark decade 1 and 
in the A-stage, HA and / / 2 outlet 2. When the marking has been completed, 
the connection is established by operation of unit magnets in vertical units A 2 
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The front row contains all GV-unit cover
ing 100 II GV 

Fig. 8 

Rear of the selector rack 
cover removed 

and B 2. The marker and the bar magnets are then released. The total operation 
time for the marker is 100 tns approximately. If no T-relay operates during 
the test period, decade relay D 1 is released and D 11 is operated followed by 
retest of outlets in decade II. 

Relays T 1—T 20 are connected in a lockout circuit. Such circuits constitute 
a very important part in crossbar switch systems. The safe performance OJ the 
circuit is depending on the series connected contacts on the chain relays. If 
one of the contacts is faulty the T-relays farther away in the circuit are dis
connected. To increase the safety of the relay circuit, parallel contacts are 
used. Another method of increasing- the reliability is to move the starting point 
For the circuit one step on each operation of the marker. With this method a 
more even distribution of the load on the outlets is also obtained. 

Expansion or Contraction 
The group selector units are characterized by the grouping plan which may 
be varied within wide limits. The II GV described above has the same number 
of selectors in the A- and the B-stages. If the number of selectors in the B-stage 
is increased, resulting in a link connection with expansion, the internal blocking 
is reduced and the outlets may take a heavier traffic. A simplified grouping 
plan for such a link connection is shown in Fig. 5. which is the grouping plan 
for / GV of the S o m a s exchange. The small circles indicate vertical units and 
the arrows the multiple direction. Each ar row thus represents 20 outlets. The 
A-stage contains 80 vertical units and the B-stage 120 units. The expansion 
is. therefore. 1 : 1.5. 

If the vertical units in the A-stage carry a light load it is economical to employ 
contraction i. e. a smaller number of B-selectors than A-selectors. This is the 
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case for the A- and B-stages in SL. Fig . 6 shows the grouping plan for SL 
in the S o m a s exchange. The A-stage contains 300 vertical units, whereas the 
B-stage has 120 units. There is, consequently, a contraction of 1:0.4. The 
D- and C-stages have the same number of vertical units and thus no contraction 
or expansion. The same applies for the C- and the B-stages. The vertical units 
in the A-stage reach 20 subscribers. There are 6 vertical units for 20 sub
scribers. In order to balance of the traffic the vertical units are divided in 
two groups. 3 of the units are accessible from the same 20-group and the 
remaining 3 from another 20-group. The unit and ten digit figures in the first 
group are reversed in the second group. A subscriber's multiple of this kind 
is termed a transposed multiple. 

Mechanical Lay-out 
Fig. 7 shows part of the / / ( / / ' - g r o u p . To the right in the nearest rack row-
are two selector racks each fitted with 10 crossbar switches and to the left of 
these a relay rack. This part constitutes one / / G" J'-unit containing 100 II GV. 
The front of the selectors and the relays are protected by a cover. The selector 
covers are provided with glass fronts to enable supervision of the selector 
positions from the outside. The rear of each rack is enclosed by a protection 
cover. 

Fig-. 8 shows the rear of a selector rack with protection cover removed. Jt will 
be seen that the selector multiple is a wire multiple. 

Fig. 9 X6546 

In the foreground gradinq rack (IDF) for 
II GV 
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Fig. 10 x 6547 pjg_ ^ shows in the foreground the grading rack. IDF, for the IIGV. The 
Rack containing a finder and final selec
tor group for 1000 numbers 

Fig. 11 x 4701 

Rear of the finder and final selector rack 
for the A-stage 
showing hne relay gate opened 

grading is carried out with bare wire but insulated wire may be used when 
required. Tlie grading frame is designed by the Helsinki Telephone Society. 

Fig-. io shows the SX-group. To the extreme left are 5 selector racks. Each 
rack contains selectors and line relays for a subscriber group of 200 numbers. 
On the front are 3 B-selectors and below these 6 A-selectors. The line relays 
are mounted on gates at the hack of the racks as shown in Fig. 11. Relays for 
20 subscribers are assembled in exchangeable units. The selector racks are 

Fig. 12 X6548 

Row of I GV-units containing 80 I GV 
In the rack for finder circuits, shown to the left. 
a number of finder circuits have been removed. 
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Fig. 13 x 4702 

Main distribution frame 

followed by the marker rack, which also contains 10 registers for incoming 
traffic. Then follows 60 incoming connector circuits LKR and finally the selector 
racks for 6 C- and 6 D-selectors. 

Fig. 12 shows one / ( . ' / ' - un i t containing (So I GV ami 6o outgoing finder 
circuits SR. The finder circuit rack will be found to the extreme left, followed 
by a rela\' rack with the / Gl ' -marker mounted at the top and [0 / (/ ' / ' -registers 
below. At the end of the row two selector racks will be seen, each containing 
4 A-selectors and 6 B-selectors 

Fig. 13 shows the main distribution frame for the S o m a s exchange. 'I his frame 
is of a new design developed by the Helsinki Telephone Society. Test jack 
strips without fuses are arranged on the line side as well as on the exchange 
side, 'fhe line and the exchange cables in the frame consist of too-pairs cables 
distributed on 5 20-pairs strips. The cable and the branches are lead sheathed 
r ight up to the strip. The frame is a tube construction. The jumper wires are 
insulated by two layers of ravon ami one layer of PVC. 

Opera t ing Results and Extension Schemes 
A trial group consisting of 100 11 Gl' was put into operation in February 
1948. Extensive tests were carried out with this group both as regards the 
performance of the system and its traffic carrying properties. The anticipated 
results were verified in both these respects. Certain minor modifications were 
then made in the system and in March and April l<)50 800 11 Gl' were put 
into service and after that complete equipment for 1 000 subscribers in Somas . 

The installation have as yet been in operation too short a time to establish the 
most efficient procedure for the supervision and maintenance of the new system, 
nor has the training of the staff been completed. The faults, which usually 
appear when a new exchange is put into service, have been few. Although the 
circuit and the lav-out of the system differs from that, which the staff has been 
used to, the maintenance has not caused appreciable difficulties. As long as the 
maintenance has not been definitely organized, detailed figures cannot be 
published regarding reliability and maintenance cost, hut the results so far 
obtained have entirely come up to expectations and indicate that the system 
enables very reliable and inexpensive operation. The confidence of the Tele
phone Society in the system has just recently resulted in further orders being 
placed for extensions of 1 i 000 numbers in addition to the 15200 numbers 
ordered previously. 

The Crown Prince of Ethiopia 
visiting L M Ericsson 

Early November the Crown Prince of 
Ethiopia visited the L M Ericsson works at 
Midsommarkransen, Stockholm, and made 
a tour round the premises studying the 
production with interest. The photograph 
shows the distinguished visitor in front of 
a scale model of the works which was 
demonstrated by the Managing 'Director 
of the Company, Mr. Helge Ericson. 
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A Midge t Te lephone Relay 
E W I B E R G , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L M E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

U. D. C, 621.318.5:621.395 
The majority of connection elements in a telephone exchange consists of the ordi

nary telephone relay. In the lay-out of a telephone system it frequently happens that 

full advantage cannot be taken of the technical possibilities of the telephone relay and 

the use of this relay wil l in certain cases require unnecessary space at excessive cost. 

For this reason there has been an increasing demand for a small and cheap relay 

of simple design. A description wi l l be made below of a new relay RAG 500 deve

loped by Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson with a fewer number of contact combina

tions than the ordinary telephone relay and requiring considerably less space. 

The new relay, type RAG 500, Fig. 1. which has only one spring set, resembles 
with regard to shape, size and build-up the- spring sets used on the L M 
Ericsson normal telephone relay. 

A maximum of four contact springs may be used and the contact combinations 
may he varied as far as the number of contact springs will permit. The outside 
dimensions 'it the relay with four contact springs are. width 7'ju\", height 7/M" 
and length ,V-''Ai->" ( 8 X 2 2 X 9 3 mm) . 

Mechanical Lay-out 
The components of the relay are shown in Fig. 2. 

The flat type magnet system consist of a straight square core (I ) with a bakelite 
moulded flange at one end (2) . The purpose of the latter is to support the 
winding anil guide and support a paper bakelite comb (3) serving as buffer For 
the stationary contact springs (4) . The opposite end of the core is provided with 
a moulded bakelite flange (51 shaped to support the winding and to carry two 
soldering tags (6) for connection of the winding (7). 

The soldering tags, which must have small dimensions, are made of wire. One 
end 01 the wire is flattened ami has a hole for the external wiring. The opposite 
end is provided with a notch for the terminations of the winding. 

Fig. 1 X 6 5 4 3 

Telephone relay RAG 500 
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Fig. 2 X 6560 

Telephone relay RAG 500 dismantled 
Figures refer to the description in the article. 

The centre of a tag has a parallel knurl locking the spring in longitudinal 
direction when placed in the bakelite flange. The tags are secured by list 
pressing the bakelite. 

On the armature (8) is rivetted a thin flat spring (9) serving as hinge for the 
armature . The armature may be pre-tensioned by bending this spring. 

The front end of the armature carries a setting screw (10) entering the forked 
slot (11) in the core. This screw is used for the adjustment of the armature gap. 
The same screw also transmits the movement from the armature to the spring-
set the head of the screw operating the lifting stud (12) on one of the contact 
springs. The iron circuit also includes spacing plates (13) clamping the 
armature spring on both sides when the relay is assembled. 

The contact springs are of conventional type and do not require further de
scription. 

The moving contact springs (14) are provided with lifting studs for the 
a rmature movement whereas the stationary springs (4) are resting on the 
prongs of the buffer comb (3) as mentioned above. 

The buffer comb is secured between the top guard plate (15) and the slot in 
the front bakelite flange on the core. This plate provides mechanical protection 
and serves as clamping plate for the fixing screws in the assembly. 

The contact springs are insulated by means of conventional insulating bakelite 
plates (16) . 

The components are mounted on a robust base plate (17) by means of two 
screws (18) insulated from the contact springs by tubes (19) . 

The relay is mounted with one screw (20) and is kept in position sideways bv 
means of a pressed up projection (21) on the base plate. 
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Fig. 3 X 6544 

Relay RAG 500 assembled with a large 
telephone relay 

Application 
Apart from being employed as a separate element relay RAG 500 mav be used 
assembled with the larger normal telephone relay. The midget relav is then 
fitted in spring set positions not utilized as shown in Fig. 3. In this way up 
to three relay functions may be obtained in the same space as that required for 
one ordinary telephone relay. 

In additinn to this it is possible to a r range functional co-operation between the 
larger relay and the midget relays as the armatures of the latter may lie 
operated mechanically by the armature of the large relay. 

When rebuilding and extending existing" telephone exchanges and there is 
insufficient room for ordinary telephone relays, the midget relav offers possi
bilities, which have hitherto not been available. 

L M Ericsson Exhibition in 
Helsinki 

O Y L M Ericsson A B in Finland took part 
with a much frequented stand at the Fin
nish fair »Stormdssan» opened in Helsinki 
on September 30fh. The exhibition gave 
an interesting survey over the production 
and sales program of the Finnish LME 
company. 
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Plug-in Type Safety Signal Relays 
S E N G E R . L M E R I C S S O N S S I G N A L A K T I E B O L A G . S T O C K H O L M 

a.D.c . 621.318.5:656.25 

L M Ericsson's Signalaktiebolag has developed a series of plug-in type safety signal 

relays. The aim has been to design relays having the same high sensitivity and reli

ability as the safety signal relays now in general use, but of smaller size and having 

the added advantage of the plug-in feature, which eliminates the risk of making wrong 

connections when the relay is inserted. 

Among the demands considered in the design of the new relay series the 
following may lie mentioned: 

1 ) The contacts shall be forcibly guided in order to ensure that all circuits 
actuated by the relay shall receive indications having the same signification. 

2) The relay shall he enclosed in a sealed case to prevent the adjustment from 
being disturbed and the relay from being improperly acted upon. The contacts 
shall he visible through the case. 

31 The relay shall he of the plug-in type, i. e. the relay terminals shall he auto
matically connected to the wiring terminals of the relay rack when the relay 
is inserted in its proper place in the rack. 

41 It shall not he possible to connect a relay in a relay position where it will 
not function properly. 

5) The electrical apparatus shall he built to allow a normal working voltage 
of 220 V. The apparatus shall have the necessary air gaps and surface leakage 
distances and shall also withstand the dielectric and insulation tests required 
for this working voltage. 

6) The relays shall have a low power demand, as many safety signal circuits 
are normally closed circuits. 

7) The relay shall he of small size and weight. 

The track relays, which are the measuring apparatus for the track circuits, 
shall also fulfil the following demands: 

8) The relay shall have a low ratio of operating voltage to drop-away voltage. 
The power required for the track circuit is largely dependent upon this ratio 
and may he many times greater than the power consumed by the relay. 

9) When the relav voltage is gradually changing, the moving system shall 
remain in the start ing position until the voltage has reached the change-over 
value. Thereafter the relay shall move to the opposite position without any 
tendency to stop in an intermediate position. This will ensure that all the 
working contacts are closed and receiving full contact pressure, thus preventing 
the contacts from becoming heated and at the same time ensuring that all the 
connected circuits will receive co-significant indications. 

The new relay series consists of the following types: 

Rela\r 

t y p e 

J R J 11 
J R K 10 
J R K 11 
J R K 12 

Supply 
sys tem 

|local 
2 p h a s e . , 

^ | t rack D.C. 
D.C. 
D.C. 

Power 
demand 

W 

i5-o 
0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 0 6 5 
0 . 1 4 0 

0 . 3 5 0 

N u m b e r 
of 

contacts 

1 2 

1 0 

2 2 

54 

W i d t h 

m m 

1 2 5 

6 2 

1 2 5 

1 2 5 

Height 

m m 

2 5 ° 

2 5 0 

2 5 0 

525 

Dep th 

m m 

1 7 0 

1 7 0 

1 7 0 

1 7 0 

Weight 

kg 

6 . 2 

3-6 
6.6 
0 . 2 
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Fig. 1 X 6552 

D.C. relay JRK 10 
On the left: the relay with the case removed. At 
the bottom the dr iv ing system is visible, the con
tact system with the contact spring is seen above; 
the left end of each spring is Fixed in the contact 
spring block, the right end being guided by one 
of the strips on the right. The left strip is attached 
to the magnet frame and the right strip to the 
armature. The winding is connected to terminals 
at the bottom of the contact spring block. 
On the right: relays inserted in a relay rack. 

Design 
The relays, see Fig. I. consist of a cast aluminum frame plate carrying the 
contact spring system with the connecting jacks, the driving system, the case 
and the registering code plate. The relays are inserted and connected to bakelite 
panels mounted on relay racks. The wiring is located at the back ol the panels. 

The main parts of the different relay types are very similar with the exception 
of the driving systems. Thus, a description is first given of the part- common 
to all types, and is followed by a description of the different driving systems. 

Fig. 2 x « n 

D.C. relay JRK 11 

The Contact Spring System 
The contact springs are flat springs of german silver, see Fig. 3. The front 
ends carry solid silver contacts. The rear ends are enclosed and rigidly held 
by slotted bakelite blocks. Onto the rear end of each contact spring eight forked 
thin plates are spot-welded and form a multiple prong having sixteen contact 
points for connecting the contact spring to the corresponding rack panel ter
minal. During manufacture the quality of each spot-weld is tested by subjecting 
tlie weld to a shearing force of 15 kilograms. 

In the front end of the contact springs oblong holes are punched for the spring-
supporting and actuating strips. These strips are made from phenolic laminate. 

The lower end of the front strip, the actuating strip, is attached to the driving 
system. The upper end is guided by the movable spring of the upper contact 
spring pair. Fig. 1. In the front edge of this strip slots engage the movable 
spring of each contact spring pair. The lower end of the rear strip — the 
supporting strip — is fastened to the relay frame and is thus stationary. Its 
upper end is guided by the upper stationary spring. The rear edge of this strip 
has slots for supporting the stationary contact springs. 

The edges of the contact springs are bent up in order to stiffen the springs, 
so that the contacts are positively guided by the motion of the strip, see Fig. 3. 
The rear ends of the springs arc left flat and are recessed in order to make 
them flexible. The »front» contact springs carry twin contact studs, the sta
tionary contact spring being slotted at the front end to give individual align
ment to each twin contact stud. 
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Fig. 3 X6549 

Con tac t sp r i ng 

On the left: twin contacts with silver contact studs. 
At the right end of the contact spring a multiple 
forked prong for connection to the rack panel 
terminal plate which may be seen on the r ight. 

The front ends of the stationary contact springs are supported by stiff springs, 
rest ing with their front ends in the slots of the supporting strip and having 
their rear ends fastened to the contact springs. Dur ing the closing of a contact, 
the movable spring moves towards the stationary spring until the contact studs 
engage each other. The motion continues until the stationary spring has left 
its support. The contact pressure will then have attained the full value for 
which adjustment has been made by the preliminary bending of the stationary 
spring. 

Independent front and back contacts are built up from stationary and movable 
springs, following each other in proper sequence when the contact spring group 
is being assembled. A special movable spring with contact studs on both faces 
is also made. This is used together with the ordinary stationary contact spring 
for building up dependent contacts. Thus, any desired contact combination may 
be built up with a few elements. 

The contact spring system also contains the terminal plates for the relay 
windings. These terminal plates carry multiple connecting prongs of the same 
type as the contact springs. 

Relay Cases 
Each relay is enclosed in an aluminum-laquered sheet brass case, see Fig. 4. 
A window of t ransparent plastic material is fitted in the front through which 
the contacts and the data plate of the relay are visible. The case fits into a felt-
packed groove which runs along the edge of the relay frame. It is retained by 
tubular screws, which also serve as guides when the relay is inserted in the rack. 

Relay Racks 
The relays are plugged into moulded bakelite panels, mounted on racks. The 
relay rack consists of a supporting framework, constructed of aluminum-laquered 
sheet steel profiles, at the same time forming a dustproof, fire-resistant cover 
for the wiring, see Fig. 5. The wiring is connected to the rack panel terminal 
plates by screws with hexagonal nuts. The terminal plates pass through the 
panels and project on the relay side of the latter. 

Fig. 4 X 4 7 0 5 

A.C. relay JRJ 11 
On the front of the cover to the right and left 
of the window are the heads of the tubular screws 
sealed with a lead seal. 

Guide rods are mounted on the rack panels, which pass through holes in the 
relay frame and the tubular screws, see Fig. 6, and serve as supports for the 
relays. When the relay is inserted, the rack panel terminals enter the forked 
prongs of the contact springs and terminals of the relay windings, thus ensuring 
reliable electrical contact. 
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Fig. 5 X 6553 

Relay rack 
Left: the wi r ing side with three filled panel rows. 
The cables connected to the terminal screws run 
in horizontal and vertical channels formed by the 
sheet steel profiles of the rack frame. Right: the 
relay side with only five relays inserted. 

In order to prevent a relay from being plugged into a panel intended for a 
different relay, each relay position on the panels carries a registering code 
plate with four pins. The location of these pins is determined by the type number 
of the relav. according to a certain code giving 3 240 possible combinations. 
A similar code plate with four holes is provided in the relay frame. Each hole 
must fit a corresponding pin in order to allow the relay to be connected to 
the rack panel. 

If the arrest ing screw has not been removed before the relay is inserted, the 
connection of the relay is prevented by a projection on the panel which conies 
up against the head of the arrest ing screw. 

Fig. 6 x 6551 

Panel row in relay rack with JRK 10 type 
relays 
On the bakelite panels to the left the terminals 
and guiding pins may be seen. Above the latter 
are the registering code plates, each with four 
code pins. The lefthand relay is not fully insert
ed. The relays and relay positions on the panels 
are provided with a designation slrip which in
dicates the function of the relay. 
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Fig. 7 X 4703 

A.C. relay JRJ 11 
with the case removed, seen f rom the motor side 

The bakelite panels are made in one size only which can take one relay JRJ 11 
or JRK II. Two relays JI\'K IO can be mounted on each panel, whilst the relay 
size JRK 12 requires two panels located one above the other. 

The rack panels as well as all other bakelite parts of the relays are injection-
moulded from mineral-filled bakelite, and have an exceedingly low water ab
sorption and electric surface leakage. 

The A.C. Relay Dr i v ing System 

The Motor 
The A . C relay is driven by a two-phase induction motor, see Fig. ~. The stator 
has a laminated iron cure. This lakes the form of a square frame with four legs 
projecting inwards through the coils. The ends of the legs form arc-shaped 
pole-pieces surrounding the cylindrical air gap in which the rotor revolves. The 
rotor consists of a cylindrical brass drum, surrounding an iron core with a shaft 
running in ball bearings. 

Each opposite pair of coils are connected in series, thus forming one phase 
winding-. The winding which surrounds the horizontal legs constitutes the local 
phase winding and is fed with a constant alternating current. 

The track phase winding surrounds the vertical legs and is connected to the 
track circuit protected by the relay. The power required in the track phase 
winding for operating the relay amounts to 300—500 m W , depending on the 
frequency of the current and on the contact combination. 

Fig. 8 X4697 

Load and driving forces shown as func
tions of the contact spring movement 
F operating voltage/drop-away voltage 
Kt> load from the contact spring system 
^ t dr iving force at operating voltage 
*V dr iv ing force at drop-away voltage 
S movement 
0 resting position 
5 operating position 

The voltage in a phase winding drives a current through this winding. The 
current produces an al ternating magnetic flux which passes diametrically 
through the rotor. Around the flux a voltage is induced which drives an 
al ternating current through the rotor drum. This current circulates around the 
generat ing poles, and passes under the other pole faces. When this current is 
acted upon by the flux from these other pole faces, the resulting force produces 
a torque on the rotor. 

On account of the symmetry of the rotor and the magnetic system, no voltage 
is induced by one phase winding in the other when the rotor is at rest. For the 
same reason, the rotor torque is independent of the rotor position. 

Transmission 
The load from the contact springs varies during the relay movement. In order 
to make the relay follow up the motion during the operating- as well as during 
the return movement, it is necessary to transform the driving torque in a suit
able manner. This transformation must also be such, that the ratio between the 
operating and the drop-away voltages will have a minimum value. 

Load Characteristic 
The actuating strip carries the load from the movable springs at both the front 
and back contacts. In the resting position (0 in Fig. 8) , the back contacts are 
closed and the stationary springs, which are raised from their supports, take 
up the contact pressure and thus partly relieve the load on the actuating strip. 
When the operating movement starts, the tension in the moving springs increases 
while he back-contact stationary springs relax. The load on the actuating strip 
increases accordingly. When the back-contact stationary springs touch their 
supporting strip, position 1, the contact pressure rapidly decreases and a cor
responding part of the tension in the back contacts' movable springs must there
fore be taken up by the actuating- strip. In the position 2 the back contacts open 
after which only the movable springs move until in position 3 the front contacts 
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Fig. 9 X 4704 

A.C. relay JRJ 11 
with the case removed, seen from the l inkage side. 
Above are the contact spring groups actuated by 
a horizontal intermediate shaft carry ing a crank 
which is connected by a link to a crank on the 
rotor shaft. 

close. J he front contact pressure then increases rapidly thus raising the load 
on the actuating strip. When in position 4 the front contact stationary springs 
leave their supports, the front contact pressure increases more slowly and 
finally, the working position, 5, is attained. Thus , the load increases according 
to the broken curve O—t—2—3—4—5, shown in Fig. 8, which is plotted in 
accordance with a logarithmic scale. 

To enable the relay to follow up the motion, the driving force must exceed the 
load during the whole operat ing movement. Under such conditions the relay 
will not exhibit any tendency to stop in an intermediate position. Similarly, the 
load must exceed the driving force dur ing the whole drop-away movement. 

The torque at the rotor shaft is proportional to the track phase voltage if the 
local phase voltage is maintained constant. In the logarithmic diagram, Fig. 8, 
the driving forces at different voltages are represented by congruent curves 
situated at different heights. The difference in height represents the logarithm 
of ratio between the voltages. The shape of the desired driving force curves 
may then he determined in the following way : 

Two parallel, congruent driving force curves should be drawn, the one through 
point o and running entirely above the load curve, the other through point 5 
and running entirely below the load curve. The difference in height between 
the curves should be as small as possible. 

When the desired function has been determined, the next step is to construct 
a mechanical transmission which will transform the constant rotor torque into 
a driving force proportional to the given function. The transmission chosen 
takes the form of a simple link mechanism : a crank on the rotor shaft is con
nected by a link to a crank on an intermediate shaft. This latter shaft moves 
the actuating strip of the contact spring system, Fig. 9. This combination of 
two cranks and a link offers a very wide range of transmission possibilities. 
By choosing suitable lengths fur the two cranks and the link in relation to the 
distance between the shafts and by determining the limiting angles of the rotor 
crank movement a fairly close approximation to the desired driving force 
function can be obtained. The mechanism is simple, strong and stable, and there 
is very little friction as the shafts run in ball bearings. 

The D.C. Relay Driving Systems 

The driving systems of the D.C. relays are electromagnets. In the relay type 
JRK 10. the magnet consists of a coil with a cylindrical iron core and two pole 
pieces, bent at r ight angles so that they form two parallel pole faces above the 
coil, Fig. 1. The armature moves above the pole pieces. The relay types JRK 
11—/-' have magnets with two coils, at the rear united by a yoke and are 
provided at the front end with pole-pieces. The a rmature is located across the 
two pole faces. Fig. 10. 

In both types of magnets the armatures are balanced to eliminate the influence 
of mechanichal vibrations. The armatures move downwards dur ing the operating 
movement. The actuating strips of the contact spring systems are directly 
attached to the armatures . 

Fig. 10 

D.C. relay JRK 12 
with the case removed 

The driving force characteristic has been adapted to the load characteristic by 
suitable dimensioning of the air-gap area. 
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New Models of Engaged Signalling 
Equipment 
A T R A G A R D H , T E LE F O N A K T I E B O L A G ET L M E R I C S S O N , T E L E S I G N A L W O R K S . S T O C K H O L M 

U.D.C. 654.915.2 

Executives and others who often receive callers, do not want to be disturbed during 

important conferences. A caller on the other hand wi l l feel rather uncomfortable if 

he is unwittingly interrupting a conference by looking in to find out if the wanted 

person is engaged or if the conference is an important one. Wi th an engaged signal 

system the wanted person is able to signal that he cannot receive the caller without 

the latter having to open the door to obtain this information. 

L M Ericsson have for a long time been marketing equipment for engaged signal systems 

but new models have recently been developed which differ from earlier ones. 

All engaged signal system consists of a desk control set, wall signal box and 
optional cradle contact on the telephone instrument. 

The desk control set, Fig. 1. moulded in white plastic material, is placed on or 
near the wri t ing desk. It contains a push button switch with pilot lamp fcr 
indication of E N G A G E D signal, four push buttons for C O M E IN and W A I T 
signals as well as for service and secretary signals. The set is provided with 
a 6 1 / 2 feet cord connected to a wall terminal box with buzzer. On the front part 
of the control set there is a space for a designation strip protected by t rans
parent acetate which carries directions for the use of the buttons. 

The Tea// signal box. Fig. 2, is intended for installation on the wall at the side 
of the door outside the room. The box contains three lamps with lenses, a push 
button and a buzzer. There are two types of boxes, one having lenses in green, 
red and amber and the other carrying designations C O M E IN, E N G A G E D 
and W A I T on white paper. 

The external cradle contact. Fig . 3, is fitted on the telephone instrument. When 
the receiver is lifted the amber lamp or the lamp carrying designation W A I T 
is operated in the signal box. indicating that the occupant of the room is 
engaged on the telephone. 

Fig. 1 X 6556 

Desk control set KEM 1101 
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Fig. 2 x 

Wal l signal box 
left with coloured lenses K N H 8401. right 
designations K N H 8402 

Function 

When a caller wishes to enter, he presses the button operating the buzzer in 
the wall terminal box for the control set. If the wanted person is disengaged, 
he will press button C O M E IX in the control set. The green lamp or the 
C O M E IX designation will be alight during the time the button is pressed at 
the same time as the buzzer is sounded in the signal box. If the person, on the 
other hand is engaged, be will press the E N G A G E D push button switch oper
ating the red lamp or the E N G A G E D designation in the signal box as well as 
the pilot lamp in the control set. Both these signals remain operated until the 
E N G A G E D push button switch in the control set is restored. The pilot lamp 
is serving as a reminder that the E X G A G E D signal is in operation and that 
it should be restored, when the conference is terminated. The E N G A G E D signal 
may, of course, he operated at the commencement of a conference without 
waiting for a call from the signal box. 

The occupant of a room may not want to be disturbed during bis telephone 
calls. For this purpose an external cradle contact is fitted on the telephone 
instrument. As soon as the receiver is lifted the amber lamp or the W A I T 

Fig, 3 X6557 

External cradle contact KEM 40"4 for 
telephone instrument 
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designation in the signal box is operated. This indication remains in operation 
until the receiver has been replaced. 

If the wanted person is expecting to lie disengaged m a few moments after 
being called from tlie signal box, lie may press button W A I T in the control 
set ami operate the amber lamp or designation W A I T at the same time sounding 
the buzzer in the signal box. This signal will remain in operation during the 
tune the button is pressed. The caller may then remain outside the door and 
await the C O M E IN signal. 

The control set contains a further two push button which may be used for 
service signals or to call the secretary. 

The system is operated from 24 V A.C., the power consumption being approxi
mately 0.2S A. The power supply may be 1 10 V. 127 or 220 V A.C. mains 
connected over a transformer. 

The Most Nor ther ly Automatic 
Exchange in the W o r l d 

The most northerly automatic exchange, supplied by Telefonaktiebolaget L M 
Ericsson, was for many years the exchange at Skelleftea. Last summer, however, 
the new automatic exchange Akureyri on the ninth coast of Iceland was put 
into service depriving Sweden of this record. This state of affairs was not, 
however, allowed to continue until the middle of October, when the automatic 
exchange at Kiruna supplied by L M Ericsson was put into operation. This 
town, the northernmost in Sweden and the largest in area, does now possess 
within its boundaries the most northerly automatic exchange in the world, as 
far as is known. 

The exchange is equipped with the L ~S] Ericsson automatic telephone system 
with 500-line selectors for 2 500 numbers 0} which about 500 are arranged for 
group numbers. The exchange contains toll circuit equipment for two terminal 
exchanges and equipment for automatic t runk call dialling. 

The above photograph shows the exterior of the new" exchange building. 
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Equipment for Power-supplying at 
Constant Voltage and Frequency 
S E L I N D B E R G , L M E R I C S S O N S M A T I N S T R U M E N T A B , S T O C K H O L M 

U. D.C. 621.316.721.078:621.311 

When carrying out precision measurements with indicating instruments, the voltage 

supplied to the measuring equipment must be constant and must also have a suitable 

wave form. These conditions are not satisfied by the voltages of the ordinary supply 

mains. 

When calibrating electricity meters a testing outfit with built-in wattmeters is sometimes 

employed. For feeding current to testing outfits of this kind, Ermi, L M Ericssons 

Mdtinstrument AB, has produced a series of power-supplying equipments which are 

described below. 

The accuracy with which a voltage is to be maintained constant must be such 
that voltage variations will not exceed ±0 .1 ' ; under normal service conditions, 
and that following a disturbance, regulation should be completed within 0.3 sees. 
This regulating speed is defined a-- follows. 

In the event of sudden variations either in tile magnitude and frequency of the 
input voltage or in the output, the output voltage shall he restored to values 
lying between the guaranteed values within the time allowed for regulation. 

Deviations of the voltage from a pure sine wave form are defined by the term 
harmonic content which is equal to the sum of the root mean square value of 
the harmonic voltages, divided by the total r.ni.s. value of the alternating 
voltage. According to the Swedish Standard Specification for electricity meters, 
S E N 32, when checking faulty indications in meter-, the harmonic content of 
the voltages and currents must not exceed 5 c7-. 

The line frequency often varies by ± 1 . 5 % . In the case of electricity meters 
this gives rise to additional errors which may be of disturbing magnitude when 
carrying out precision measurements. The demand i- therefore sometimes made 
that the frequency oi the output voltage shall be maintained constant. 

In view oi this requirement Ermi has produced a series of power-supplying 
equipments for meter testing outfits which even when they are designed for 
the calibration of single-phase meters are supplied with three-phase alternating 
current. Older meter testing outfits require an output up to 3 k V A whereas 
more recent types take about 1 kVA. Xeedless to say. this value is dependant 
to some extent upon the number of meters connected up simultaneously to the 
testing outfit. The main power consumption is obtained in induction regulators 
and regulating transformers. 

In order to meet the demand for a good wave form, the whole output is always 
generated by amply dimensioned synchronous generator.- in the Ermi power-
supplying equipments. The output voltage from the generator is maintained 
constant by a valve regulator which fulfils the requirement- with respect to 
speed of regulation. 
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Fig. 1 X 6539 

Schematic diagram for Ermi's power-sup
plying equipments 
The values given apply to variations in the line 
voltage of 5",, and in the frequency of 2%. 

Iii such cases, as the influence of the line frequency on the measuring result is 
neglected, the generator is driven by a synchronous motor. When constant 
frequency is desired it is necessary to adopt a roundabout method with direct 
current, by which means the speed of the motor can be regulated. Ermi has 
chosen a method for synchronizing the output voltage with a very accurate 
frequency, from a tuning fork. 

In installations where each meter testing outfit is fed by its own generator, 
equipments are employed in which the output voltage is controlled by only one 
of the three-phase voltages. The generator 's exciter winding is common to all 
three phases. An installation of this kind cannot be used simultaneously for 
feeding two or more testing outfits as these will then interfere with one another. 

For large installations it may be found economical to employ an equipment in 
which load fluctuations in one phase do not affect the others, that is to say, 
with which a number of outfits may be connected to the same equipment. This 
is effected by connecting together three-phase generators which are driven by 
the same motor and the output voltages of which are each maintained constant 
individually by valve regulator.-- in the excitation circuits of the generators. 

Fig. i illustrates the four mam types of equipments manufactured by Ermi. 

BMZ 2231 — Equipment for one Measuring Outfit 
The voltage is maintained constant against variations in the line voltage and 
frequency. The output frequency is the same as the input frequency. The motor 
in the rotary converter. Fig. 2. is a reaction motor which starts asynchronously 
and then falls into step with the network frequency since it is provided with 
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H g . 2 X 4708 

Rotary converter for BMZ 2231 

salient poles. In view of the fact that the excitation energy is taken from the 
network the power factor is low, cos 03 = 0.5. When start ing a .V^" V motor 
the start ing current will be about 105 A but it is of such short duration that it 
will not cause a 25 A fuse with a tunc lay to blow. 

The generator is rated for 3 kVA and i> MI amply dimensioned that the har
monic content is less than 2 '",. The exciter winding a\ the generator receives 
it> D.C. voltage from a valve rectifier built into the control cabinet. A resist
ance i- connected in series with the winding and is so adjusted that the current 
flowing through the winding generates a field which gives the generator an 
output voltage of 8 0 ' , of the rated voltage. Three pentodes are connected in 
parallel with the series resistance and serve as a variable resistance of sufficient 
size to maintain the output voltage constant, that i> to say, the remaining 20 % 
of the excitation current should pass through the valves on no-load. Under 
load, it will of course be more. 

The pentodes are controlled by a voltage which is taken out between A' and \ , 
Fig. 3. and rectified in a valve and compared with a constant D.C. voltage 
obtained through a glow-discharge tube (voltage regulator 1. The potential 
difference is amplified one stage before acting on the grids of the pentodes. 

Tin- voltage winch in this way regulates the output voltage depends on a peak 
value or mean value of the sine wave Output voltage. Any harmonics may thus 
influence the final result. With this equipment only one testing equipment can 
be supplied, however, and this may be regarded as a constant load and there 
will then be no variation in the harmonics. 

The valve regulator is mounted in a well-ventilated control cabinet which can 
be bung on a wall or placed on a bench, see Fig. 4. The dimensions of the 

Fig, 3 x 7578 

Schematic diagram for valve regulator 
BMZ 2231 
The three rectifier valves for the excitation vol
tage are fed direct f rom the network. 
The voltage f rom the generator feeds one rec
tif ier for the glow-discharge tubes as well as the 
D.C. voltage which is compared with the voltage 
across the glow-discharge tubes. The potential 
difference then controls the three output valves. 
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Fig. 4 x 7581 

Valve regulator for BMZ 2231 
On the right, chassis wi thdrawn f rom the control 
cabinet. 

cabinet are 530 X 335 X 305 mm. The series resistance for the exciter winding 
is enclosed in a box placed in the vicinity of the rotary converter. 

The regulator is connected in the cabinet by flat pin contacts and is normally 
currentless when it is withdrawn from the cabinet. For trimming and inspection 
when necessary, the regulator can be connected by means of extension con
ductors. 

The life of the valves is increased if the load is applied after the cathodes have 
been heated up. On this account two thermal relays are available, one of which 
connects up the load to the rectifier valve after about 45 sees, whilst the other 
opens the choked pentodes after a further 30 sees. 

The equipment is started by means of a press-button which closes the motor's 
contactor. As an indication that the motor is under current a lamp lights up 
on the left-hand front side of the control cabinet. Another lamp lights up when 
the rectifier is connected in circuit. The loading current on the pentodes and 
the generator voltage may be read off from instruments mounted on the control 
cabinet. The three lamps between the instruments are series-connected to the 
anodes of the pentodes and light up under heavy loads. If one of the valves is 
defective, for example, this is indicated by one of the lamps failing to light up. 
whilst the two remaining lamps give a stronger light than usual. 

If the regulator fails to function for some reason or other and a repair ing staff 
is not available, the generators may still be employed, however, if the change
over switch at the bottom to the right is turned a quarter-revolution. A fixed 
resistor is then switched on in place of the regulator. In this way a voltage 
is obtained which although it is not regulated, nevertheless has a good curve 
shape. 

Fig. 5 X 4 7 0 9 

Valve regulator for BMZ 2231 
viewed from below 

BMZ 2233 — Equipment for a Number of Testing Outfits with 

Varying Loads 
This equipment is designed for supplying a number of testing outfits the loads 
on which can be varied without interfering with the measurements at the 
different outfits. The voltage is maintained constant against variations in 
line voltage and frequency and against changes of load. The regulating speed 
is less than 0.3 see with changes of load corresponding to half the rated output. 
The output frequency is the same as the input frequency. 

The converter consists of a synchronous motor which drives three single-phase 
generators, each having an output of 3 k V A at cos w = 0.8, and an exciter. 
The speed of rotation is 1 500 r.p.m. 

The exciter windings of the single-phase generators are divided into one 
winding for the fixed excitation and another for generat ing the flux required 
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for regulation. With this arrangement the output valves oi the regulator are 
utilized to better advantage. The whole of the current flowing through the 
regulator winding passes through these valves. 

The three generators are displaced in phase 120 electrical degrees 111 relation 
to one another, and are connected together in delta. With unbalanced loads 
harmonics are .set up which, if the regulator 's input circuit hail the same form 
as that for BMZ JJJI, would give rise to disturbances in excess of the per
missible values. For this reason the regulators in BMZ 2233 are differently 
connected so that they receive the r.m.s. value of the voltage instead of a peak 
value as in the previously mentioned type. 

The generators are provided with effective damper windings and are amply 
overdimensioned in relation to the output so that the harmonic content will not 
exceed 2 <"r even under the most unfavourable unbalanced loads. 

The input circuit of the regulators, see Fig. 6, consists of a transformer with 
two secondary windings coupled in opposition to each other, to which two 
resistors with positive temperature coefficients are connected, which here take 
the form of incandescent lamps. The sum of the two alternating voltages across 
the lamps is zero. A direct current from a constant voltage source also flows 

Fig. 7 x 6554 

The regulator chassis in the control panels 
can be drawn out and turned over 
thus rendering the regulators conveniently acces
sible 
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Fig. 6 X 75?9 

Schemat ic d i a g r a m f o r va lve r e g u l a t o r 
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Fig. 8 x 4707 

Tuning fork for 50 c s 
with the protective cover removed 

Fig. 9 x is'je 

Vector diagram 
showing the position of the voltage f rom the tun
ing fork, EN and the voltage f rom the generator 
E^ as well as the vector sum E$ 

through the lamps. If the al ternating voltage taken from the distribution point 
of the three-phase system now changes in value, the current through the lamps 
will change, hut the sum of the voltage drop due to the al ternat ing current 
will still he zero. 

The resistance of the lamps rises as the al ternating current increases, and 
consequently the voltage drop due- to the direct current also increases, this 
taking place in proportion to the change in the r.m.s. value of the alternating 
voltage. This voltage drop is amplified and controls the current flowing through 
tin- output valves of the regulator. 

The regulators and control gear for the equipment are assembled on a control 
panel which is 6oo mm wide and 2 200 mm in height. They are mounted on 
draw-out chassis which can he turned over, thus permitt ing t r imming and in
spection to be carried out during service, see Fig. 7. Fiach regulator is provided 
with an indicating instrument for the output voltage and for the current flowing 
through the output valves of the regulator. As in the case of BMZ 2231, each 
output valve is provided with a series-connected incandescent lamp to facilitate 
supervision. 

The chassis can be locked so that unauthorized persons cannot come into con
tact with the relatively high voltages of the regulators. 

BMZ 3331 — Equipment Driven by a Direct Current Motor 
In cases where a more accurate output frequency is required, the generators 
must be driven by direct current motors. BMZ 3331 is a development of BMZ 
2231. When direct current is not available it must be generated in a separate 
rotary converter which in BMZ 3331 has been selected of such a size that it 
can supply up to four converters. 

To facilitate both frequency- and voltage regulation, the direct current voltage 
is maintained constant; as a voltage of 440 V has been selected, it is suitable 
for the excitation circuits with their valve regulators. 

The regulator for maintaining the alternating voltage constant has the same 
input circuit as the regulator in BMZ 2231. The installation also includes a 
regulator for maintaining the frequency constant. The letter works on the prin
ciple that the generator frequency is synchronized with a very accurate fre
quency obtained from a tuning fork, Fig. 8. The output frequency is thus directly 
dependant upon that of the tuning fork. The tuning forks employed in the Ermi 
equipments have a calibrated accuracy of ± 0.0025 ci

0 and they have a tempera
ture coefficient of 0.002 % / C ° . Under continuous service conditions an accuracy 
of ± 0.005 % K obtained. Normally, no steps are taken to maintain the tempera
ture constant since the frequency is sufficiently accurate for the calibration 
of electricity meters and for driving the stop watches used for this purpose. 

The voltage from the tuning fork is amplified by an electronic amplifier which 
maintains the output voltage relatively constant against fluctuations in the input 
voltage. The tuning fork voltage and a voltage from the generator are added 
and rectified and then control the valve regulator in the excitation circuit of 
the direct current motor. When the two voltages are at different frequencies, 
the vector E v will rotate in relation to the vector F,N in Fig. 9. At a certain 
moment in which the vectors are in relation to one another, as shown by the 
full-line vectors in the figure, the regulator is connected up and the vector 
sum Es will act upon it. With an increase in the load the vector £ „ will lag 
behind and at the same time Es will increase, thus providing the motor with 
an impulse to increase its speed. By this means changes of load from the 
generator are counteracted. 

As in the case of BMZ 2233, the regulators and control equipment are assembled 
on a control board with a panel for the conversion of the al ternat ing network 
voltage to a direct voltage, and a panel for each of the direct current-al ter
nating current converters. T h e tuning fork with its amplifier is also mounted 
on the first panel, see Fig. 10. The installation in its complete form may consist 
of five panels, each 600 mm wide and 2 200 mm in height. He re also certain 
automatic operation has been introduced for controlling the machines. The 
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Fig. 10 X 7 5 8° 
Schematic diagram for the tuning fork 
amplifier and D.C. motor regulator 

Fig. 11 X4706 

Control board for BMZ 3333 

valve regulators are connected in circuit after the cathodes have been heated 
up and signal lamps indicate that start ing is taking place normally. Synchro
nization alone is carried out by hand. By throwing over the change-over switch 
the machines may be driven without regulators. Their voltages and speed of 
rotation are manually adjusted by knobs mounted on the lower part of the 
panels. The controls are blocked in such a way that when the change-over 
switch for the D.C. generator is set for hand regulation, the remaining regulators 
cannot be connected in circuit. Disconnection of the frequency regulator does 
not prevent the alternating voltages from being maintained constant. It is thus 
possible for the generators to give a constant voltage at frequencies between 
46 and 54 c/s. but the frequency must then be adjusted by hand. 

BMZ 3333 — Equipment with a Direct Current Motor Controlled 
by a Tuning Fork 
The motor in the equipment BM7. 2233 is here replaced by a direct current motor 
which receives its voltage from a generator driven by an asynchronous motor. 
As in BMZ 3331, the speed of rotation of the direct current motor is controlled 
by a tuning fork and the generators have the same regulators as in BMZ 2233. 

The control board, big. 11, consists of two panels which, together, are 1 200 mm 
wide and in which the regulators are mounted on draw-out chassis which can 
be turned over. The tuning fork is placed at the to]) immediately under the 
frequency meter. The equipment is started automatically. The start is initiated 
bv means of a press-button, after which the converters are started one at a time 
and the regulators are connected in circuit after the valves have been heated up. 
When all the regulators are functioning with the exception of the frequency 
regulator, a lamp lights up thus indicating that frequency synchronization can 
take place. This is effected manually by depressing a button at the moment 
in which the pointer on an instrument passes an index mark. 
Loading is supervised by ammeters mounted at the top of the second panel. 
The same types of signal lamps are used here as for the equipments described 
previously. A change-over switch for passing from automatic operation to hand 
operation is mounted at the bottom of the panel, together with knobs for ad
jus t ing the frequency and voltages. 

The equipments described above represent the main types manufactured by 
Ermi. These equipments can, of course, be modified and combined to meet the 
most varied requirements. 
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The ATU-system — a New Form 
of Light Fitting 
E J E N S E N . S I E V E R T S K A C E L V E R K , S U N D C Y B E R G 

Fig. 1 X4698 

Connec t i ng b o x , p e n d a n t and l a m p h o l d e r 

f o r the A T U - s y s t e m 

U . D . C. 6 8 3 . 8 5 4 

Siever ts K a b e l v e r k have recen t l y p laced a n e w f o r m o f l i gh t f i t t i n g on the m a r k e t 

to s u p p l e m e n t the G e b e - s y s l e m . Th is f i t t i n g , w h i c h is k n o w n as the A T U - s y s t e m , w a s 

des igned by Siever ts K a b e l v e r k in c o l l a b o r a t i o n w i t h A B A l p h a , and is p r o d u c e d ex 

c l us i ve l y by the la t te r f i r m . T h e n e w system d i f fe rs f r o m the Gebe system in the s m a l l 

er size o f the boxes e m p l o y e d and the cons t ruc t i on o f the l a m p h o l d e r s to t a k e t h r e a d e d 

glass g lobes . 

The ATU-system comprises a number of connecting boxes, lampholders and 
pendant covers which can be assembled similarly to the corresponding parts in 
the Gebe system, see Fig. 1. All parts are constructed of plastic material. The 
ATU-system is primarily intended for the connection of Gebe conductors. 
The box may. however, also be employed as a tight-fitting box for Kuhlo wiring, 
and as a conduit box by using nipples. 

The internal diameter of the box is 70 mm and its internal depth is 26 mm. 
The inlets are provided with I 'g 13.5 threads corresponding to a thread dia
meter of 20.4 mm. The boxes are constructed with a maximum of five inlets. 
The packing for the conductors consists of high grade rubber. The bottom of 
the inlet and the internal end surface of the packing are designed in such a 
form that the packing is prevented from creeping in through the hole when 
small conductors are used. Both the cylindrical surface and the inner end sur
face exercise a t ightening effect. 

Boxes with more than one inlet, see Fig. 2, and in which -heath connections 
can consequently be made, are fitted with a slotted clamp at the centre of the 
box in which the Gebe conductors ' earthing wires are connected. The terminal 
plate is fixed by means of this clamp. In boxes with one inlet the plate is 
screwed down by means of an ordinary screw. The terminal plate. Fig. 3, is 
provided with two, three or four slotted clamps. The conductors are fixed in 
a clamp by a sliding nut which presses on the conductor over the whole width 
of the slot. The clamp is of such a length that it affords ample space for six 
2.^ mm- conductors. The connection of the lampholder or pendant cover to the 
terminals on the plate is carried out by U-shaped phosphor-bronze springs with 
a spherical contact surface which fits into the rounded top of the clamp. 

Fig. 2 ^6541 

C o n n e c t i n g b o x 

r ight : with cover removed and with tour 4-core 
conductors and corresponding earthing conduc
tor connected up 
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Fig. 3 X6510 

Terminal panel and spanner 
for tightening the tubular screw securing the 
conductor packing and the nuts of the connect
ing clamps 

The tubular screw by means of which the conductor packing is tightened is 
circular and is provided with six grooves around its circumference for the 
reception of the spanner used for t ightening the tubular screw. Thus, when 
employing a double inlet where two screws are mounted close to one another, 
it is also possible to tighten the latter satisfactorily even when the box is 
installed in a position which is difficult of access. The spanner is further pro
vided with a box key which fits the nuts for the connecting clamps, see Fig. 3. 

The box has been designed in a low form, thus rendering the terminal plate 
conveniently accessible, and therefore the plate itself has not been constructed 
larger than is necessary for various reasons. Consequently, ample space is avail
able for the maximum number of conductors a box is capable of taking, and 
it is easy to connect them up. 

The lampholder and threaded sleeve for screwing in the glass globe constitute 
a single unit, see Fig. 4. One type is available with an ,X4.5 mm thread and 
another with a 99 mm thread. Both the bottom contact and the side contacts 
are resilient. The tightening between the lampholder and globe is carried out 
with a packing which lies between the front flat flanged surface of the lamp-
holder and the globe, and this packing is so shaped that a reflector can also be 
attached without the packing being affected. 

The petulant cover is not provided with an external tubular screw and packing 
around the conductors, but is fitted instead with a packing on the inside which 
is tightened by a pressure ring and two screws. This imparts a more attractive 
appearance to the pendant cover amongst other features. 

In designing the ATU-sys tem an effort has been made to produce a system 
having small external dimensions and at the same time providing ample space, 
and which is convenient to work with whilst possessing mechanical strength. 
The intention has also been to retain smooth surfaces which do not collect dust, 
combined with an attractive finish. 

Fig. 5 

Some types of ATU-fittings 
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Fig. 4 X4699 

Lampholder with thread for holding the 
glass globe 
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